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One of the most important Gruenes Licht value is 
to keep as close as possible to its mother country;
Austria.

Made In Austria 

Office Address

Factory Address 

Based on decades of experiences in manufacturing lights 
products, Gruenes Licht has inaugurated its new manufact- 
uring facilities in Vienna city – Austria. Inspired by new 
LED trailblazing light technologies. Our objective became 
very straightforward; to become the supplier of the ideal 
product & solution in the field of lighting products.

Our vision is more than just two wires connected. It’s a 
deep concept of different mixture of human requirements 
to reach to the finest. High-end and detailed technologies 
will make the difference in lighting products. using the 
most well-known brands in LED components, will ensure 
the best product quality.

About Us

Our Vision



It’s LED tube product. Ideal for lighting 
applications requiring a homogeneous distributed 
light source. Perfect for replacement conventional 
fluorescent tube with a beam angle of 120°. 

Avior Family

Liner LED light with customizable design for good 
color rendering, stylish, anti-corrosion and long 
lifespan. Ideal for Schools, Offices, Universities 
and Malls. 

Acrux Family

Leading edge down LED light technology for 
professional indoor lighting applications. Suitable 
for all kinds of ceiling thickness maximum up to 
30mm, rotate at 355° horizontally; every rotation is 
just right. Ideal for Hotels, Shopping Centers, Malls 
and Restaurants. 

Sirius Family
Gruenes Licht keeps you connected to your LED lights 
by enabling you to benefit from cutting edge 
technologies (Internet of Lights). It will help you 
interact, increase building efficiency, manage lighting 
schedule, reduce operation cost and make data available 
to take more effective decisions.   

From Anywhere, Stay Connected

Gruenes Licht broad portfolio from low to high LEDs range offers 
series of infinite possibilities to match different application and 
usage in endless combinations. Various product families will ensure 
running your project in the smoothest way possible.

If you are looking for a singular LEDs supplier to satisfy your 
entire project needs, then Gruenes Licht is the ideal vender.

Unitify LED Products in Project; 
from a Single Manufacturer

Different Families for Different 
Applications
The family concept is the right approach for multi-application in 
our today’s special demands of the LED market; it is simplifying 
the way of navigating through our wide portfolio.  

Strip LED light with superior performance. Highly 
efficient and various choice from warm to cold 
white. Ideal for Hotels, Shopping Centers, Malls 
and Restaurants. 

Suhail Family

Street LED light with outstanding efficiency and 
very long-lasting lifetime. Fixture designed for 
harsh and hot environments with over-temperature 
protection. Ideal for Local Roads, Commercial and 
Industrial Complexes, Open Areas, Public Squares 
and Parks. 

Merak Family

Flood LED light designed to provide customers with 
best lighting performance and efficiency. Light-weight, 
compact size to replace traditional 1000W and 2000W 
to provide a wide range of lumen output package from 
57,000lm up to 160,000lm. Ideal for Airport, Football 
Field, Port and Large Plazas. 

Gamma Family


